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WhatsApp is one of the most popular and oldest smartphone messaging apps around. It doesn't have a particularly interesting feature set, but it makes up for it with a huge user base and excellent quality of service that's pretty much unbeatable. It also allows for regular chat log backups, a feature very missed in many
messaging apps out there. And now that the service has shed its annual subscription, which was once admittedly a paltry $0.99, it has opened itself up to even more users. The only glaring problem with WhatsApp is the lack of video call support, which should be mandatory for messaging apps these days. More Images
WhatsApp Messenger is a cross-platform mobile communication app developed by WhatsApp Inc.WhatsApp Messenger allows you to make voice calls and send text messages to other WhatsApp users without inseding MMS, SMS, or voice call fees from your carrier, other than the necessary consumption of your data
plan. The app is free even when calling international users, and works on any internet connection, regardless of location, saving on roaming or international call costs. Creating an account with WhatsApp doesn't need you to remember another username and password - all you need is your phone number. The app will also
import your address books, which automatically adds contacts that also use WhatsApp with their phone numbers. In addition to standard communication methods, the app also allows group chats, messaging to multiple contacts, and simple multimedia exchange of voice messages, videos and images. Users will also be
able to receive messages even when they are offline, receiving all the missed texts as soon as they return online. Head over to Tom's Guide to take a look at some of the best free iPhone apps and follow the latest news on iOS.Also check out the forums. Download We know this will happen as most apps do not support the
iPhone 4 iOS 7.1.2, which is bad in the WhatsApp aspect for iPhone 4 however it is really bad those who still use the iPhone 4 its not really happened most of the old Android still access WhatsApp, but despite the App Store no longer supports WhatsApp for the iPhone 4 is now not currently supported but those who are
looking to download it so yes you can still download WhatsApp for iPhone 4 iOS 7.1.2 without Jailbreak It doesn't matter if you have a jail-broken iPhone 4 or not, you're still able to download WhatsApp, but how to download if the App Store shows it I know you're a little worried moved iOS 8 However it shows iOS 8 but if
you can't download his App form so don't worry, you can still download WhatsApp for iPhone 4 iOS 7.1.2 In this post I'll tell you the exact way to download WhatsApp in the form of this method we downloaded earlier Snapchat iOS 7.1.2, Why apps are switching to iOS 8 and iOS 9? We all know that this was not the first
time this app moved in The iOS version of many of the apps have already moved to the latest iOS 8, and 9 this will happen because of the limitations and security of iOS 7.1.2 and app developers want to improve the app and their stability and upgrade their app function How to install it right now first you need to switch to
your iPhone Now click icon Download I know This message appears Now you need a PC or Mac Set iTunes Mac Search WhatsApp in iTunes Now first download it and pause in 1MB Now go back to your iPhone Now this record icon appears just a hit that now you see now you can download it (Note that it does not mean
Downloaded apps will work) I hope you understand how to install WhatsApp for iPhone 4 iOS 7.12 comment if running this app is only available on the App Store for the iPhone. Simple. Reliable. Safe. - WhatsApp from FacebookWhatsApp Messenger is a free messaging app available for iPhones and other smartphones.
WhatsApp uses your phone's internet connection (4G/3G/2G/EDGE or Wi-Fi as available) to allow you to message and call friends and family. Switch from SMS to WhatsApp to send and receive messages, calls, photos, videos, documents and voice messages.WHY USE WHATSAPP: NO FEES: WhatsApp uses your
phone's Internet connection (4G/3G/2G/EDGE or Wi-Fi as available) to allow you to message and call friends and family so you don't have to pay for every message or call. (Note: Data fees may apply. Contact your service provider for details. Connect with your friends around the world and avoid international SMS fees.
WhatsApp works with your phone number, just like SMS, and easily integrates with your phone's existing address book. There is no more confusion about whether you logged in or logged in. Even if you miss your notifications or turn off your phone, WhatsApp will save your last messages until the next time you use the
app. Contact your service provider for --------------------------------------------------------- we are always happy to hear from you! If you have feedback, questions or concerns, please email us at:iphone-support@whatsapp.comor follow us on Twitter: WhatsApp---------------------------------------------------------Note: WhatsApp is a telephony
app, so iPod and iPad are not supported devices. 12 October 2020 Version 2.20.110 - Now you can easily share all contacts from mutual groups with a new label in the contact attachment. I would suggest that WhatsApp will feature to isolate groups from personal conversations, for example, if I have groups for family, they
are in place other than friends and university groups, so they are not in one window but multiple windows and easy to move between them. This is my proposal, and I hope it will reach you. I love watsapp this is my most used app on my phone, and the main form of communication. However you can create a feature where
we can block the media from certain people because some people spam you with photos daily. I wish we would have an option if we can only block their media messages overall good use. But you need to make this app a little more private in ios. Since WhatsApp is a modern way of texting, some items must be
confidential. I recommend the touch id ir contact option for the WhatsApp app, just to block personal messages like in a telegram or so. Developer of the website App Support Privacy Policy Write and send messages to your friends and contacts with your iPhone Last updated on 09/21/20 There have been 3 updates in the
last 6 monthsAso available on Mac WhatsApp is a popular messenger for local, international, individual and group messages. With the latest update, WhatsApp offers free local and international voice calls. Simple setup: Let WhatsApp sync with your contacts so you can connect with the people in your address book and
edit your contacts directly on WhatsApp. Confirm your country code and phone number, and the app will send you a verification code. Enter your name and add a photo or use the information on Facebook to register. Now all your contacts will appear. More personal experience: WhatsApp is much more personalized than
traditional text messages. First, you get a more realistic chat experience, including status messages. Default yours Hey there! I use WhatsApp. There are 11 status options, such as available, employed or at work. Choose among the Chat wallpaper to decorate your chat page, or choose a picture from the photos. You can
see them in sketches and then browse in full-screen size before you commit. Easy functionality: Call your contact by pressing the writing or call buttons, or use the letter icon to send a message. The camera button allows you to capture or send photos and videos directly from the chat page. And there is no need to log in or
out of the app. Plenty of communication options: Click up the arrows, then photo, then click to capture the image or hold to record the video. With the latest WhatsApp update, you can share your location with 3D maps or share contacts with other contacts. Click the camera button to take a picture or microphone to record
the greeting. You can also send and receive audio files - this is not possible with the Apple Messages app. Broadcast Lists: Send group messages with Broadcast Lists. Create one for your family members, one for your colleagues, one for your poker friends, and so on. Saving money: Unlike texts, WhatsApp messages are
free, even for international contacts. Voice calling: In our tests, we found the sound quality in WhatsApp is no worse than traditional voice calls. You can call your international contacts for free. Try before you buy: WhatsApp Messenger is free all year. After that, it's only 99 cents a year. Cons of WhatsApp required: You can
only communicate with contacts already on WhatsApp. The good news: It's easy to invite others to sign up - you can send them a message via text, email or social media, directly from the app. Perspective To Zoom on or Off: You can turn this wallpaper feature on or off, but we've never been able to understand what that
means. The bottom line of WhatsApp is easy to use, a lot of feature rich, and available messages and voice calls app that you should definitely download. WhatsApp is a popular messenger for local, international, individual and group messages. With the latest update, WhatsApp offers free local and international voice
calls. Simple setup: Let WhatsApp sync with your contacts so you can connect with the people in your address book and edit your contacts directly on WhatsApp. Confirm your country code and phone number, and the app will send you a verification code. Enter your name and add a photo or use the information on
Facebook to register. Now all your contacts will appear. More personal experience: WhatsApp is much more personalized than traditional text messages. First, you get a more realistic chat experience, including posts about Default your status: Hey, there! I use WhatsApp. There are 11 status options, such as available,
employed or at work. Choose among 39 chat wallpapers to decorate your chat page, or choose a picture from photos. You can see them in sketches and then browse in full-screen size before you commit. Easy functionality: Call the contact by clicking on the email or or button, or use the letter icon to send a message. The
camera button allows you to capture or send photos and videos directly from the chat page. And there is no need to log in or out of the app. Plenty of communication options: Click up the arrows, then photo, then click to capture the image or hold to record the video. With the latest WhatsApp update, you can share your
location with 3D maps or share contacts with other contacts. Click the camera button to take a picture or microphone to record the greeting. You can also send and receive audio files - this is not possible with the Apple Messages app. Broadcast Lists: Send group messages with Broadcast Lists. Create one for your family
members, one for your colleagues, one for your poker friends, and so on. Saving money: Unlike texts, WhatsApp messages are free, even for international contacts. Voice calling: In our tests, we found the sound quality in WhatsApp is no worse than traditional voice calls. You can call your international contacts for free.
Try before you buy: WhatsApp Messenger is free all year. After that, it's only 99 cents a year. Cons of WhatsApp required: You can only communicate with contacts already on WhatsApp. The good news: It's easy to invite others to sign up - you can send them a message via text, email or social media, directly from the
app. Perspective To Zoom on or Off: You can turn this wallpaper feature on or off, but we've never been able to understand what that means. The bottom line of WhatsApp is easy to use, a lot of feature rich, and available messages and voice calls app that you should definitely download. show reviews
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